The classification of such automorphisms and antiautomorphisms up to conjugacy by arbitrary automorphisms is studied and an almost complete classification is obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Let Ag be the universal C*-algebra generated by a pair U, V of unitaries satisfying VU = pUV where p -e 2nie and 0 ^ 6 < 1. Brenken [2] and Watatani [8] introduced an SL(2, Z) action on A e , which can be described in the following way. A series of papers by Farsi and Watling, including [3] and [4] , obtained properties of the fixed point algebras and cross product algebras associated with toral automorphisms. The purpose of the present paper is to include a study of antiautomorphisms and to study the conjugacy problem for both toral automorphisms and antiautomorphisms.
CONJUGACY OF TORAL AUTOMORPHISMS
The description of toral automorphisms up to conjugacy was mostly completed in the paper [4] . The following propositions make those results explicit as well as completing the description. Under the isomorphism of K x {A e ) with Z 2 given by [C/ (ii) (f>M,j,i is conjugate to <j>M,-f,i if and only ifj -7' or 7 = 7'" 1 . The final case to be considered is when A is conjugate to, and hence equal to, 7 2 .
PROOF: (i)
The behaviour of 4>A,\,» depends on the nature of the subgroup G of S 1 generated by A, \i.
Tins Uiui eiuiiei uc a (^yuni; suugiuup ui u i u u ill, ^wiicic nv la tiic icaou wuuuuu UJUJUIJJIC of the orders of A, /x), an infinite cyclic group (when A or /x has infinite order and A* = / / for some /c, £ not both zero), a group Z m x Z where 1 < TO (when X k fi~l is of finite order for some k, £, not both zero, but either A o r / i has infinite order) or Z x Z (when X k fi~l is of infinite order unless k = £ = 0). 
PROPOSITION 3 . (i) (Farsi and Watling
(ii), (iii). Let X k n~l be a generator of { l , . . . , w m~x } (where TO = 1 in case (ii)), 
V° V
follows that t = ± 1 . Hence 7 = V or 7 = 7 " 1 in case (ii) and 7 = 0/7' for some s € Z or 7 = u/V" 1 for some s € Z in case (iii).
By reversing the roles of n, 7 and n',7', it follows that not only 0(U) € C*(U) but also (5~1{U) € C*(U). Hence the automorphism /3 restricts to an automorphism of C*(U) implementing a conjugacy between the restrictions of 0 / u n -y and <A/, W », 7 . However unless w n = w ±n ', the associated rational rotation algebras are non-isomorphic. The case The following result shows that, as for automorphisms when trace(j4) ^ 2, the conjugacy problem for toral antiautomorphisms (via automorphisms) when trace(-A) ^ 0 reduces to the conjugacy problem in GL(2,Z). (ii) This is immediate since <£-/,I,I0M, 7 ,I = ^Af, 7 -',i0-/,i,i-" (pM,-7 be calculated using the Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence for real C*-algebras, described in [7, 1.4.2] . Note firstly that the involution t >-> -t on S 1 gives rise to the real if-theory KRiS 2fi ) of Atiyah [1] and that, by [1, (3.6) ], there is an exact sequence The situation A; = 1 occurring in the last corollary always gives <AM, 7 ,I conjugate to <f>M,-i,i, for then 7 = ± i and so -7 = 7 " 1 . We conjecture that this is the only situation in which </>M, 7 ,I is conjugate to ^M , -7 , I -R E F E R E N C E S
